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I . INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we discuss the oscillatory behavior of the solutions of the perturbed 
second order nonlinear difference equation 
(1) A(anli(Hn+i)Aun) + Q(?i,gn+i) = P(n,Hn + i , Aun), neN 
where N = {0,1,2,3, . . .} , A is the forward difference operator defined by Ayn = 
Hn+i
 — Iln, {«n} is a real sequence with an > 0 for all n £ N, h: R -> R = (—00, 00), 
Q: N x R -> R and P: N x R2 -> R are continuous functions. The problem of 
determining oscillation criteria for less general equations has received a fair amount 
of attention on the last few years, see for example [4-13] and the references cited 
therein. To a large extent this is due to the realization that difference equations are 
important in applications. An excellent discussion of known oscillation criteria as 
well as some suggestions for future study and many references can be found in the 
recent monograph by Agarwal [1]. 
By a solution of equation (1) we mean a nontrivial sequence {yn} satisfying equa-
tion (1) for all n € rU A solution {yn} of (1) is said to be oscillatory if it is neither 
eventually positive nor eventually negative, and nonoscillatory otherwise. 
For equations with perturbation terms such as equation (1), relatively few oscil-
lation criteria are known, see for example [7] and [9]. In many instances our results 
will include, as special cases, known oscillation theorems established in [4, 5, 9, 11]. 
Examples illustrating some of our theorems are also presented. The results obtained 
here are motivated by those in [2, 3, 14]. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
In the sequel we assume that there exist real sequences {gn}, {Pn}, p n ^ 0, and 
continuous functions a, f\, f2: R -+ U such that 
(2) Q(n,u)/fi(u) ^ qn and P(n,u,v)/f2(u)g(v) ^ pn 
for u,i; 7-- 0, where 
(3) ufi(u) > 0 for all u ?- 0, i = 1,2, 
(4) f2(u)/fi(u) ^ K for ii ^ 0, tf > 0, 
(5) / i(u) - f2(v) =gi(u,v)(u-v) for it, v / 0, 
Oi is nonnegative function, 
(6) 0 < g(v) ^ c for some constant c 




We begin with the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let conditions (2)-(8) be fulfilled. If 
oo 
(9) J _ ^n ~ Wn) = OO. 
where ix = cIv", then aii solutions of equation (1) are oscillatory. 
P r o o f . Suppose {yn} is a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1), say yn / 0 
for n ^ n0 € tU Then 
^/a nfe(y n+i)AT/ n \ < -Q(n,2/n + i) t P (n ,y n + i , Aj/n) 
oo 
1 
= 00 . 




< - (<1n - MPn)-
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Summing the above inequality from ?7,0 to n — V we get 
anh(yn+i)Ayn anoh(yn{)+i)Ayno --, 
— T ~ ( — \ — ^ 71 2_, W* ~ Ws) 
h(Vn) fi(yno) 5 t ^ 
or 
n i 
/ i m anAHn a n o n ( y n o + i ) A y n o 1 <--
v10) T 7 — \ " ^ 7~( \ Z ^ w - W -
/ i (yn) c i / i ( y n o ) ci f^ 
We assume that Hn > 0 for 7i ^ n\ ^ no £ N; the proof for the case yn < 0, n ^ n i 
is similar and will be omi t ted. In view of condition (9) it follows from (10) that there 
exists n2 ^ ni such that Ayn ^ 0 for n ^ n2- It also follows from condition (9) that 
there exists an integer n% ̂  ?2-2 such that 
n- l 
^ (gs - MPS) ^ 0 for n ^ n 3 . 
s=n3 
Now summing equa t ion (1) and using condition (2) we have 
n- l 
anh(yn+i)Ayn ^ a n 3 / i (H n 3 + i )Au n 3 - ^ / i (y s +i ) (g s - MPs) 
s=n3 
n- l 
= an3h(yn3+i)Ayn3 - fi(yn+i) ] T (gs - MPs) 
+ ^ A/i (2/5+1) XI (qt ~ ЏPt^ 
s=n3






From (8), it follows that Hn -» 00 as 7i -+ 00 which is a contradiction. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. • 
R e m a r k . Theorem 1 generalizes Theorem 1 given in [9]. Theorem 1 also includes 
the result of [11] as a special case. 
As an example of Theorem 1, consider the difference equa tion 
H3 1 
(Ei) A ( n ( l + yl+i)Ayn) + (lOn + 4 ) y n + 1 = 4n ^ , n ^ 1. 
1 + 2ln+l 
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Choose fi(u) = w3, f2(u) = u, then all hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied. That 
this equation (Ei) is oscillatory does not appear to be deducible from other known 
oscillation criteria. 
In the next theorem we study the oscillation criteria for equation (1) subject to 
the conditions 
( Ц ) 
and 
(12) 





áx < oo and r°° ц*) d. d.т < oo for all a > 0. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that conditions (2)-(8), (11) and (12) hold, and in addition 
oo 
(13) ]T(gn - ppn) < oo, 




liminf } (qs — ups) ^ 0 for large 
n—too - - — ' 
n 0 
n ^ г oo 
lim Y" — Y](qt - ppt) 
n—юo -—--' ö s 
S = ПQ t=s 
=- 00 
are satisfied. Then all solutions of equation (1) are oscillatory. 
P r o o f . Let {yn} be a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1), say yn > 0 for all 
n ^ no 6 N. For any n\ ^ no, summation of (1) yields 
n - l 
/ i c x anh(yn+i)Ayn anih(ijni+i)Ayni -r--> 
(1 6) —f~7^ ^— ̂  Tu, ^ -L fa* - MPs)-
/lU/n+l) /l(2/n! + l) ~ -
Now, if Au n > 0 for all ?i ^ n\ ^ n 0 G r\J, we have from (16) 
o ^ f l n ' * ^ 
/uynx+i) ^ 
Hence, for all n ^ ni we have 







Observe that for yn ^ x ^ yn+i we have j$? ^ .\^
n+1l and it follows that 
Гy"+1 h{x) MУn+l) 
dx ^ '*K*n+l' Ayn. W /i(yn+i) 
Using the last inequality in (17) and summing from ni to 7i, we obtain 
as) Ef-[Efe-H^r+iT^d,. 
s=ni s L t = s -
 7 ^ i / l W 
This contradicts (12) since the left sum diverges. 
If {Ayn} changes sign, then there exists a sequence {n/t} such that Aynk < 0. 
Choose k large enough for (14) to hold. We then have 
n - l 
Q n % n + i ) A H n ankh(ynk+i)Aynk - ^ 
^ — : 2_, \°s - ßVs) 
/ l ( У n + l ) Л(yn,+i) 
so 
,. anh(yn+i)Ayn ankh(ynk+x)Aynk I" V^ t \ 
hmsup j - - ^ f " :
 L + hmsup - ^ (qs - fj,ps) 
l l l l l o u K г / \ 
n->oo JПУn+lj Л(y W+iЈ S = Пf, 
<o, 
which contradicts the fact that {AHn} oscillates. Hence there exists an integer n2 ^ 
ni such that Ayn < 0 for all n ^ n2« Condition (14) implies that for any integer 
ri3 ^ no there exists n4 ^ 713 such that 
n - l 
Y^ (Qs - ckps) > 0 
for all n ^ n±. Choosing n± ^ n2 as indicated and then summing equation (1), we 
have 
ř г - l 
anh(yn+i)Ayn ^ aП4/г(HП4+i)AuП4 - ^ /i(y s+i)fa в - џps) 
S = П 4 
n - 1 
= aП 4/г(uП 4+i)ДuП 4 - /i(y n +i) ^2 (qs - џps) 
n - l 
(19) 
+ E AҺ(Уs+l) 5ľ (qt ~ ЏVt 
S = 7І4 t = ПĄ 
h(o, Л9t S
 QП4fa(Уn4 + l ) A У n 4 
h(yn+ìAyn ^ . 
^ aП 4/г(yП 4+i)A^ 
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Since {yn} is positive decreasing and h is positive and continuous, there exists a 
positive constant C and an integer n$ ^ n± such that 0 < h(yn+i) ^ C, n ^ n5. 
Hence 
Summing the above inequality and using (8) we get yn -j> — oo as n -> oo, a contra-
diction. A similar proof holds when {yn} is eventually negative. • 
Remark. If h(u) = 1 and fi(u) = /2(H). then Theorem 2 reduces to Theorem 2 
given [9]. 
Corollary 3. If conditions (2)-(8) and (13)—(15) hold, then all bounded solutions 
of equation (1) are oscillatory. 
P r o o f . Condition (10) was only used in the first part of the proof of Theorem 2. 
We had yn > 0 and Ayn ^ 0 for n ^ n_ ^ n0 G r>J, so by (5), fi(yn) ^ fi(yni) for 
n ^ Tii. From (15) and (18) we then obtain a contradiction to the boundedness of 
{2/n}- • 




dx < oo for every a > 0 
(21) £ \T - 7T É te - «*) 
as as 
t — Щ) 
= —OO 
for every constant M. Then all solutions of equation (1) are oscillatory 
P r o o f . Let {yn} be a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1), say yn > 0 for all 
n ^ no 6 f̂ J; the proof for the case yn < 0 for all n ^ 77,0 £ ^ is similar and will be 
omitted. Since (14) holds we see from the proof of Theorem 2 that {Ayn} cannot 
change sign for arbitrarily large n. If Agn ^ 0 for all n ^ ni ^ no £ N, then (16) 
implies 
% n + l ) 
Aÿ. ^MУn/+x)Ag-,_ J _ g ( } 
/ l ( y n + l ) On/lferu+l) «u s = n i 
and another summation yields 
. - . „ . /l(»«+») ř = ? г i 
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which contradicts (21) since the left hand side of (22) is nonnegative. 
If Ayn < 0 for n ^ ni, we have from (22) 
rУ« + l 
J V„л Л(-) „™, /I(У.+I) i ť , 
s - l 
í = n i 
or s - 1 
/y"> Ms) , .A [M 1 .i-i,. 
Lmix>-Ti\~zQ*->»)-
which contradicts condition (20). This completes the proof of the theorem. • 
Remark. Theorem 4 generalizes Theorem 4 given in [9]. For the equation 
(E.) Д(n(n + l)y
2
n+lAyn) + [4(n + l )
2 + (n + 2)y2n+1]yn 
1/3 
+i 
2(n + 2)г/І1/5 
Let us put /i(w) = M1!3, /2(w) = w
1 / 5. Then 
n> 1 
Q(n,гyn + ł) 
/l(î/n+l) 
^ 4 ( n + l ) 2 , 
P(n,гyn + ьДгy n) 
/г(2/n+i) 
^ 2(n + 2) 
and we see that all the hypotheses of Theorem 4 are satisfied. Hence equation (E2) 
is oscillatory. Again the oscillation of the equation is not deducible from any of the 
previously known oscillation criteria. 
Theorem 5. If conditions (2)-(8) and (14) hold, and 
n 
(23) limsup 2^ (Qs ~ ^Ps) = °° f°r a ^ ^lrSe no 
n—>oo 
s=no 
is satisfied, then all solutions of equation (1) are oscillatory. 
P r o o f . Suppose that yn > 0 for n ^ ni ^ no G N, the proof for the case yn < 0, 
n ^ ni is similar and will be omitted. Since (14) holds, we see from the proof of 
Theorem 2 that {Ayn} cannot change sign for arbitrarily large n. If Ayn ^ 0 for 
n ^ n2 for some n 2 ^ ni, then from (16) and (23) we have 
r . , anh(yn+1)Ayn hmmt — - — = —oo, 
n^°° /lU/n+l) 
which is a contradiction. Thus Ayn < 0 for large n and we proceed as in the proof 
of Theorem 2. 
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Next we discuss the oscillatory behavior of equation (1) subject to the condition 
(24) i l ^ l > X > 0 for u,v^0. 
, h(u) 
Theorem 6. Suppose that conditions (2)-(8), (14) and (24) hold. Assume there 
exists a positive non-decreasing sequence {/3n} such that 
(25) l i r n s u p - 4 ^ ^ ( n - 5 ) W / 3 . f ( 9 8 - W . ) - | i ( - £ M L )
2 ] = oo 
n^oo ( n )W --—' L 4 A \ m - s + a - l ) 3S J J 
for a positive integer a ^ 1, where (n)^ = n(n - 1 ) . . . (n - a + 1) is the usual 
factorial notation. Then all solutions of equation (1) are oscillatory. 
P r o o f . Suppose that yn > 0 for n ^ ni ^ no G foJ; the proof for the case 
yn < 0, n ^ ni is similar and will be omitted. Since (14) holds as before we see from 
the proof of Theorem 2 that {Ayn} cannot change sign for arbitrarily large n. Let 




 7\ where vn = an / i(yn + i)Ayn . 
/ i (yn) 
Then for n ^ n2 we have 
/Or\ A / R ( \ . A/?n^n+l ffnUnfll fan, yn+l) Ay n 
(26) A ^ n ^ -/3n(Gn - Hpn + — ——— - , n ^ n 2 . 
/ i (yn+i ) / i ( yn ) / i ( yn+ i ) 
Using the inequalities L>n+i ^ i;n and fi(yn) ^ /i(yn+i) we obtain from (26) 
A^ n ^ -Pn(qn ~ Wn) + o -n+1 ~ "^ ~n+l' 
Pn+1 Pn+I a n 
Since 
n—1 n—1 
5 3 (n - s)<a> As. = - ( n - n 2 )
( a »^ 2 + a £ (« ~ 5 )
( a _ 1 ) ^ + i 
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we get 





n - l 
(n)(°) (n)(«) -шEc-')1-1^ 
+ ж E д-тг.+i(- - s)(a) - ш £ 
(n - s)(°>AД 
(П)(°) f-' /?,+! 
S 2 
(»)<«> £ l «./"?+- ~s+1 
, (n - n_)(«>-Wł 1 _ ^-І (n - S)(
a>A& 
^ • " ' («)___. (n)(«) («)W iť, «*Æц 
Д Ä 
S=П2 
a 2 , Q s & + 1 
s + 1 A U - i + Q - 1 # ^ S + l 
(n - n2ý
ahn2 1 ^ 4 (n - s)^asps 
• " " («)(«) 2. , (n)(«) (n)(°) 4A 
a Д Ä 
n - s + a — 1 /8g 
or 
j _ ; _ ( „ - * ) ( в ) Ä (n)(«) ( s-ЏPs) - T (" 
Q 
4 A ч n - s + a - l Д 





—Y zn2 as n —> oo, 
which contradicts (25). If Ayn < 0 for large n, we proceed as in the proof of 
Theorem 2. This completes the proof of the theorem. • 
Corollary 7. If condition (25) is replaced by 
n - l 
l i m s u P 7~T7~~T H ( n ~ 5 ) ( a ) A f e ~ MPs) = oo, 
1 n _ 1 / 
hm sup -г-T7~т / 7 
(n)(«) s f 
(n - s)(°)/3sas 
(n)(°0 .£_ (n - s + a - l )
2 0 - ( „ - . + в _ 1 ) ( ^ ) 
l 2 
< OO 
for a positive integer a ^ 1, fcLen aii solutions of equation (1) are oscillatory. 
Remark. Theorem 6 and Corollary 7 extend Theorem 5 and Corollary 6 of [11], 
respectively. As an example, the difference equation 
(E3) A(n(l + yl+1)Ayn) + (5n + 2)(yn+1 + y
3
n+1) = i ~ - % L 
1 + ?ln+l 
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satisfies the conditions of Corollary 7. Hence all solutions of (E3) are oscillatory. 
Here we put fi{u) = u + u3, f'2{u) — u3 and observe that 
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